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manufacturing   community   which   contrasted   favourably
with the concentration in towns produced by the factory
system, but it also had many drawbacks.    First:   there
was no harmonious grouping of the industrial forces, since
employers and employees were separated by the barrier of
wealth and status, and their relations were embittered by
chronic disputes over wages.    The domestic artisan might
seem to enjoy greater social independence than the factory
operative in the arrangement of his working day—though an
independence which was purchased with twelve hours' labour
a day was more nominal than real.    Yet he was as eco-
nomically dependent as the factory operative, despite the
advantage that he might own his instruments of production,
for both alike were wage-earners.    Second :   the embezzle-
ment of the raw material was a frequent practice—this was
the principal defect in the eyes of the employer.   Third : the
long hours of labour worked under the early factory system
were no novelty but a legacy of the domestic system when
twelve hours constituted a normal working day.    Fourth:
the factory system inherited another evil tradition, namely,
that of infant slavery.   The exploitation of child labour was
no new phenomenon but an integral feature of industrial
life which met with general approval.    Fifth :  the domestic
worker, broadly  speaking, was assured of less continuous
employment than the modern factory operative.    Sixth :
the connexion between agriculture and industry has been
unduly stressed.    The development of a proletarian class—
that is, a class divorced from the soil, possessing no property,
and living entirely upon wages—had made a considerable
headway prior to the advent of the factory system, which
completed  the  process  by  extending it  to  the  spinning
population composed of women and children, whose earn-
ings had supplemented the wages of agricultural labourers.
The opportunities for rural employment, available for men
who were out of work, were not so frequent as is usually
represented :  all the indications are that the typical artisan
was a landless artisan restricted solely to manufacturing.
In any event men engaged in a sedentary occupation were
unlikely to possess the physical qualities needed for farming

